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Abstract – The operational safety of critical systems, such as
nuclear power plants, aircraft and chemical processes, is
typically maintained by the delivery of three real-time safety
tasks: fault detection and diagnosis, alarm annunciation and
fault controlling. Although current on-line safety monitors play
this role to some extent, the problem of consistent and timely
task performance is largely unresolved. An aspect of the
problem is attributed to the type of monitoring knowledge that
informs the real-time reasoning; should it be derived, for
example, from off-line design models or the operational context
of the monitored system? Another aspect is attributed to
whether the monolithic or distributed monitor is able to scale
up and cope with the complicated and distributed nature of
modern critical systems. To address the problem, this paper
develops a distributed on-line safety monitor from monitoring
knowledge derived from a safety assessment model of the
monitored system and a multi-agent system. Agents are
deployed hierarchically according to the architecture of the
monitored system and they are provided with portions of the
knowledge to reason locally over the conditions of the
monitored components and collaborate globally to reason over
the overseen behaviour of the entire system. The paper also
tests the monitor via an application to an aircraft fuel system
and evaluates the approach and results by contrasting them
with those of earlier work.
Keywords-fault detection and diagnosis; alarm annunciation;
fault controlling; prognosis; sensory measurements filtration and
validation

I.

INTRODUCTION

This article presents an extension of the work that has
already been presented in [1].
Dating back to the early 1980s, research effort has
focused on the development of advanced computer-based
monitors. Since then, computerised on-line safety monitors
started to appear as computer systems that are installed in the
control rooms of plants and flight decks of aircraft [2], [3].
Computerised monitors have been approached differently
in terms of (a) their capacity to deliver three safety tasks:
fault detection and diagnosis, alarm annunciation and fault
controlling; (b) their architectural nature, monitors could be
developed from multi-agent (distributed) or monolithic
(centralised) reasoning.
A. Fault Detection and Diagnosis
Fault detection and diagnosis techniques are typically
developed as model-based and data-based techniques [4],

[5]. The distinction between these techniques lies in the way
of deriving the knowledge that informs the real-time
reasoning. Specifically, knowledge of model-based
techniques is derived from off-line design models, such as
Data Flow Diagrams (DFD), Functional Flow Block
Diagrams (FFBD), or more recently from models defined in
the Unified Modelling Language (UML). Knowledge about
the normal behaviour of the monitored system can be
obtained directly from these models. To obtain knowledge
about abnormal behaviour, analysis techniques such as
HAZard and OPerability study (HAZOP), Functional Failure
Analysis (FFA), and Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
(FMEA) are used to analyse the design models [6].
Knowledge of data-based techniques, on the other hand,
is derived from the on-line context of the monitored system.
Knowledge about the normal behaviour is obtained by
empirical experiment of fault-free operation of the monitored
system. To derive knowledge about abnormal behaviour,
possible faults of the basic components are identified (by
applying the FMEA to the basic components) and injected
experimentally in the operational context. The resulting
symptoms and ultimate effects on the functionality of the
system are then modelled [7].
In both model-based and data-based techniques,
monitoring knowledge is applied to real-time reasoning in
executable format as monitoring models. To deliver fault
detection and diagnosis, a monitoring algorithm executes the
monitoring model by instantiating, evaluating and verifying
modelled conditions with real-time sensory data.
Model-based techniques have exploited a wide range of
monitoring models, such as Goal Tree Success Tree (GTST)
[8], [9], [10], fault trees [11], [12], [13], signed direct graph
[14], [15], diagnostic observers [16], [17] and parity
equations [18], [19], [20], [21]. Similar variety can be seen
with the data-based techniques. Consider, for example, rulebased expert systems [22], [23], [24], [25], qualitative trends
analysis [26], [27], [28], artificial neural networks [29],
principal component analysis [30], [31] and partial least
squares [32].
B. Alarm Annunciation
Alarm is the key means to bring the occurrence of faults
to the attention of the operators [33]. Developing an alarm
technique involves the consideration of alarm definition,
alarm processing, and alarm prioritisation and availability
[34], [35].
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Alarm definition concerns the definition of mode
dependency, which is required to establish a distinction
between events that occur due to normal operation and others
that occur due to faults, so confusing alarms can be
eliminated. State-machines [12], operational sequence
diagrams [36] and system control charts [33] are among the
models that have been exploited to address this issue. Alarm
definition also concerns the definition of an effective
threshold, the violation of which would result in verifying
the occurrence of an event. Thresholds should not be too
sensitive and result in false verification, and at the same
time, not too relaxed, which would result in late verification
and depriving the operators of knowledge about the actual
conditions [35].
In alarm processing, distinction among genuine,
consequent and false alarms should be achieved. While
genuine alarms should be released, consequent and false
alarms should be filtered out to avoid confusing alarm
avalanches. Cause-consequent analysis of the design models
can establish the distinction between causal alarms that
concern the maintenance operators and consequent alarms
that concern the pilot operators [37], [38]. Sensory
measurement validation can eliminate the potential for false
alarms. Recent techniques achieve validation through
analytical redundancy among sensors, e.g., see [39], [40],
[41], [42]. On the other hand, earlier techniques depended on
hardware redundancy [43], i.e., redundant sensors. Although
redundancy techniques offer adequate robustness, their
applicability is limited since they demand increase in cost,
weight and volume.
Alarm prioritisation and availability is the process in
which alarms are given priorities according to their
importance, so they are selected and announced accordingly
[35]. The highest priority is always given to safety
consequences [44]. Dynamic and group-presentation are two
strategies to prioritise alarms. In dynamic prioritisation
alarms might be prioritised by (a) different colours (red,
amber, magenta) [35]; (b) different severities, such as
catastrophic, critical, marginal and insignificant [45]; (c)
presenting the highest priority alarms and hiding and
facilitating optional access to the less important ones [35].
Group-presentation takes advantage of the screen display
(LCD) to present alarm information in windows according to
the hierarchical architecture of the monitored process and the
importance of the relevant functionality [46]. Windows may
allow operator interaction through facilitating silencing of
alarms’ sound or suppressing illuminated alarms’ lights [47].
C. Fault Controlling
Practically, fault controlling is considered in parallel with
the controlling process. Fault controlling is implemented in
two different approaches. The first is by manual interference
of the system’s operators, in which further to the need of an
advanced alarm technique, the operators should also be
trained and provided with guidance on controlling faults
[48], [49], [50].
The other approach is achieved automatically by a
computerised controller, which is commonly called a FaultTolerant Control System (FTCS) [51], [52]. FTCSs, in turn,

are classified into Active Fault-Tolerant Controlling (AFTC)
and Passive Fault-Tolerant Controlling (PFTC) [48].
Research on the AFTC has been motivated by the aircraft
flight control system [52]. Faults are controlled by selecting
and applying the corresponding corrective procedure. An
engine fault of a two-engine aircraft, for example, requires a
procedure of: (a) cutting-off fuel flow to the faulty engine;
(b) the achievement of cross feed from the tanks that were
feeding the faulty engine; (c) applying the corresponding
command movements to control the surface and
compensational instructions to the operative engine [53].
PFTC relies mainly on redundant components, such as
multiple control computers and backup sensors and actuators
[54], [55]. Typically, provision of redundant components is
implemented by hot or cold standby redundancy. In hot
standby redundancy, the system is provided with parallel
redundant components, which operate simultaneously
(powered up) and each component monitors the output of the
other(s). Should any of them fail, the others take over. In
cold standby redundancy, only one component is on-line
(powered up) and other copies are on standby (powered
down). Should the on-line component fail, it is powered
down and one of the standby components is powered up by a
controller [56].
D. Monolithic and Multi-agent On-line Safety Monitors
Monolithic and multi-agent are two common classes of
computerised monitors. The monolithic monitor in [12] has
been developed from a monitoring model derived from the
application of the Hierarchically Performed Hazard Origin
and Propagation Studies (HiP-HOPS) safety assessment
technique [57]. The model consists of a hierarchy of statemachines (as a behavioural model) that records the behaviour
of the monitored system and its sub-systems and a number of
fault trees as diagnostic models that relate detected faults to
their underlying causes. The concept was motivated by
observation of the fact that immense off-line knowledge
ceases its benefit and is rendered useless after certifying the
safe deployment of critical systems. The exploitation of that
knowledge in the context of on-line monitoring results
accordingly in an effective and cost-effective monitoring
model.
A quite similar monolithic monitor is developed in [13].
The only difference is that the hierarchy of the state-machine
is replaced with the control chart of the monitored system
and fault trees are maintained as the diagnostic models.
The main limitation of these monitors is that they are
based on a monolithic concept in which all monitoring of a
plant is delegated to a single object or device. This does not
align well with the distributed nature of most modern
systems. Systems are typically implemented as a set of subsystems, which exist in a complex cooperative structure and
coordinate to accomplish system functions. Systems are also
typically large and complex and show dynamic behaviour
that includes complex mode and state transitions.
As a result, such systems need a distributed mechanism
for safety monitoring; first it is essential to minimise the time
of on-line failure detection, diagnosis and hazard control;
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second, a distributed monitoring scheme can help focus and
rationalise the monitoring process and cope with complexity.
In [58] a number of agents are deployed on two levels,
lower level and higher level. Each agent is provided with a
corresponding portion of the monitoring model; agents of the
lower level are provided with functional models, and the
higher-level agent has a Markov model. Agents are able to
exchange messages to integrate their models and
observations and deliver safety monitoring tasks. In a similar
concept [59], [60] agents are provided with monitoring
models (functional models) and deployed to monitor the
deliverable functionality of systems. Agents are also able to
collaborate with each other to integrate their models and
observations and deliver consistent monitoring tasks.
Multi-agent systems have also been exploited in a
different monitoring concept. In [61], for example, a number
of agents are deployed to monitor the whole functionality of
the monitored system and each agent is provided with a
different reasoning algorithm and monitoring model, such as
self-organisation maps, principal component analysis, neural
network or non-parametric approaches. Agents are also able
to collaborate with each other to decide consistently on
whether the monitored conditions are normal or abnormal.
In [62], a number of agents are also deployed to monitor the
entire functionality of the monitored system, but every agent
monitors the functionality of the system from different
sensory data sources and the same monitoring model and
reasoning algorithm, which couples Bayesian network and
the method of majority voting.
Despite the monitoring success of multi-agent systems,
two limitations have also been highlighted: (a) the typical
lack of collaboration protocols that can support effective
integration among the deployed agents [63]; (b) the logical
omniscience problem in which some monitored conditions
may fall beyond the knowledge of the agents [64], [65].
E. Motivation
Despite the above discussed efforts and wide variety of
monitoring concepts, still there have been numerous
instances of accidents that could have been averted with
better monitors. The explosion and fire at the Texaco Milford
Haven refinery in 1994, for instance, was attributed to late
fault detection, poor alarm presentation and inadequate
operator training for dealing with a stressful and sustained
plant upset [66]. The Kegworth Air disaster occurred in 1989
because of (a) delay in alerting the pilot of the occurrence of
the fault and its underlying causes; (b) ineffective alarm
annunciation; (c) the lack of automated fault controlling [67].
Recently, monitoring problems contributed to a fatal accident
to Air France flight AF447, in which an Airbus A330
crashed in the Atlantic on 1st of June 2009 and all 228 people
on board were killed. The technical investigation partly
attributed the accident to late fault detection, misleading
alarm annunciation and the absence of clear guidance on
emergency conditions, which fell beyond the skills and
training of the pilot and co-pilot [68].
Motivated by addressing the monitoring problems of
such accidents, this paper develops a distributed safety
monitor by synthesising the benefits of two strands. The first

is the exploitation of knowledge obtained from the
application of a model-based safety assessment technique
(i.e., HiP-HOPS). The second is the distributed reasoning of
multi-agent systems. Specifically, the paper looks at:
 The development of an effective formalisation and
distribution approach to bring the off-line safety
assessment model of HiP-HOPS forward to serve in
on-line safety as a distributed monitoring model.
 Addressing limitations that have faced the
development of multi-agent monitors. Issues of
interest are selecting a suitable reasoning paradigm
for the multi-agent system and the development of
an effective deployment approach, collaboration
protocols and monitoring algorithms.
The ultimate aim is the achievement of a spectrum of
monitoring merits ranging from the delivery of effective
safety monitoring tasks to the development of a scalable and
cost-effective monitor.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section two
briefly describes the nature of the monitored system, i.e.,
modern critical systems. Section three presents the position,
role, and constituents of the monitor. Section four tests the
monitor through the application to an aircraft fuel system.
Section five contrasts the developed monitor and obtained
results against earlier work. Section six, finally, draws a
conclusion and proposes further work.
II.

THE MONITORED SYSTEM

Large scale and dynamic behaviour are two common
aspects of modern critical systems, i.e., phased-mission
systems. While the former aspect calls into question the
ability of the monitor to deliver consistent monitoring tasks
over a huge number of components, the latter calls into
question the ability of the monitor to distinguish between
normal and abnormal conditions. A typical example of such
systems is an aircraft, which delivers a trip mission upon the
achievement of a number of phases; pre-flight, taxiing, takeoff, climbing, cruising, approaching, and landing. Thorough
knowledge about the architectural components and the
dynamic behaviour is essential to achieve effective
monitoring.
To model the mutual relations among the components, a
hierarchical organisation is commonly used to arrange them
in a number of levels. Across the levels, components appear
as parents, children and siblings. Fig. 1 shows a classification
of those levels. Levels are classified into three types: the
lowest level (level0) is classified as the basic components
(BC) level. The intermediate levels extending from level1 to
leveln-1 are classified as sub-system (Ss) levels. The top
level (leveln) is classified as the system (S) level.
To model the behaviour of the monitored system, it
might be required to understand the way in which
behavioural transitions are initiated. Typically, transitions are
outcomes of, firstly, normal conditions in which the system
engages its components in different structures, so it delivers
different functionalities. Signals upon which that structure is
altered are always initiated by the basic components. For
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example, during the cruising of an aircraft, navigation
sensors may convey signals to the navigator sub-system
(NS), which in turn calculates those signals and notifies the
flight control computer (FCC). Assuming that it is time for
launching the approaching phase, FCC accordingly instructs
the power plant system (PPS) to achieve the required thrust
and the surface hydraulic controller (SHC) to achieve the
required body motions. The case in which the system uses a
certain structure to deliver certain functionality is called a
mode.

track the behaviour, such events should be continuously
monitored. Thus, the best hierarchical level to monitor these
events should be identified. Fig. 2 illustrates the relationships
among the architectural levels and three factors based on
which that level can be decided; early fault detection and
diagnosis,
computational
cost
and
behavioural
understanding. Achieving trade-off among these factors
could help effectively in identifying the targeted level.
Factors

CC: Computational Cost
EFD: Early Fault Detection

S

BU: Behavioural Understanding

Leveln
CC

Ss

Ss

Leveln-1
EFD
Balance
Point

Ss

Ss

Ss

BC…...BC

BC…...BC

BC…...BC

Ss

Level1

BU

BC…...BC Level0

Level0

Leveln-1

Leveln

Hierarchical levels

Figure 1. Hierarchical view of the monitored system.

Secondly, dynamic behaviour could be an outcome of
the fault or fault tolerating of the basic components. Fault
tolerance is typically implemented by two strategies: active
fault-tolerant controlling (AFTC) and passive fault-tolerant
controlling (PFTC). In the former strategy faults cannot be
corrected totally but the consequent effects can be controlled
as the system adapts to faults of its components, e.g., the
fault of one engine of a two-engine aircraft can be
compensated by the other engine. In the latter strategy the
system has the ability to tolerate the fault for a while, e.g.,
faults that are caused by software error, ionisation radiation,
electromagnetic interference, or hardware failure can be
corrected within a short interval by restarting the relevant
component or by isolating the faulty component and starting
up a redundant one.
It could, therefore, be said that during a mode, a system
may appear in different health states, which can be classified
into two types. The first is the Error-Free State (EFS) in
which the system or a sub-system functions healthily. The
second type is the Error State (ES), which in turn is
classified into three different states:
 Temporary Degraded or Failure State (TDFS) in
which there is one or more functional failure, but
corrective measures can be taken to transit to another
state;
 Permanent Degraded State (PDS) in which an
uncontrollable fault occurs, but the safe part of the
functionality can be delivered;
 Failure State (FS) in which the intended function is
totally undelivered.
Events that are initiated by the basic components play a
key role in making the behaviour of a system dynamic. To

Level1

Figure 2. Three monitoring factors and architectural levels.

At level1 the occurrence of events could be identified as
either normal or abnormal, e.g., the decreasing of velocity
and altitude seems normal when the flight control computer
has already launched the approaching of the aircraft.
Excluding knowledge about the modes and focusing only on
the measurements provided by the relevant sensors would
certainly result in misinterpreting system behaviour, i.e.,
decreasing velocity and altitude would appear as a
malfunction and a misleading alarm would accordingly be
released. Having that fact, level1 would also be the best level
– rather than any higher level – since at that level a
malfunction is detected while in its early stages. Finally, due
to the potentially huge number of the basic components,
monitoring events at level0 is computationally expensive or
even unworkable, whereas level1 offers the required
rationality. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that
primary detection of the symptoms of failure occurs at
level1.
III.

DISTRIBUTED ON-LINE SAFETY MONITOR

The monitor takes a position between the system and
the operators’ interface. During normal conditions, the
monitor provides simple feedback about those conditions.
The monitor plays its role during abnormal conditions,
which are triggered by and follow the occurrence of faults.
It delivers three safety tasks; prompt fault detection and
diagnosis, alarm annunciation and fault controlling.
Prompt fault detection and diagnosis refers to the
timeliness of detecting faults while in their early stages and
before they develop into real hazards, in parallel with
diagnosing the underlying causes. This is supported by
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selecting an appropriate hierarchical level at which efficient
monitoring of the operational parameters can be achieved in
addition to setting and monitoring those parameters against
well-defined thresholds.
The task of effective alarm annunciation involves
defining thresholds whose violation represents actual
deviations of the monitored parameters. It also involves
suppressing unimportant and false alarms whose release
would overwhelm and confuse the operators. This is
achieved by the following:
 Tracking the behaviour of the monitored system and
distinguishing among the occurrence of normal,
corrective and failure events.
 Releasing an alarm only on the occurrence of
genuine failure events and not on other events, such
as consequent, precursor or causal events.
 Developing techniques to filter out and validate the
sensory
measurements.
Prioritising
alarm
presentation is also important to deliver effective
alarm annunciation. This can be achieved by
distinguishing the important alarms by using
different colours, vibration or alerting sounds, and
hiding the presentation of the less important alarms,
e.g., optional access to the diagnostics list on the
operators’ interface.
 Annunciation of effective alarm information that
could help the operators to direct the system
effectively in the presence of faults and control
abnormal conditions. Information is presented as (a)
assessment of the operational conditions following
the occurrence of the fault; (b) guidance on the
corrective actions that should be taken manually by
the operators; (c) timely prognosis of the future
effects of the occurred fault. In order to avoid
overwhelming the operators, prognoses would be
presented in a timely manner and in the context of
behavioural transitions of the monitored system.
The monitor can achieve both active and passive faulttolerant controlling and also support manual fault
controlling by assessment, guidance and prognoses to
control abnormal conditions that may fall beyond the trained
skills of the operators.
The monitor consists of two main elements. The first is
a distributed monitoring model that is derived from an offline HiP-HOPS safety assessment model, which consists of
a behavioural model as a hierarchy of state-machines and
fault propagation models as a number of fault trees (Fig. 3).
To bring the assessment model forward to serve the on-line
monitoring, the achievement of two processes is needed.
The first is formalising events that trigger transitions in the
behavioural model and symptoms that associate the error
propagation paths of faults as monitoring expressions.
Hence, the occurrence of events and symptoms can be
verified computationally by instantiating and evaluating
monitoring expressions based on real-time conditions.
Verification of events supports tracking the behaviour of the
monitored system and verification of symptoms supports

tracking the error propagation path from the detected faults
at level1 towards the underlying causes at level0.
The second process is distributing the model into a
number of models without violating the integrity and
consistency of the encoded knowledge; for each sub-system
there will be a monitoring model and a model for the entire
system appears at leveln.
The second element is a multi-agent system, which is a
set of Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agents. Agents are
deployed and provided with their portions of the monitoring
models to reason locally at the sub-systems level and also
provided with collaboration protocol to integrate globally at
the system level and deliver the three safety tasks.
A. Monitoring Expressions
In its simple form, a monitoring expression appears as a
constraint that consists of three main parts: (a) an
observation, which is either a state of a child or the parent or
sensory measurement defined by the identifier of the
relevant sensor; (b) a relational operator – equality or
inequality; (c) a threshold whose violation results in
evaluating that expression with a true truth value, i.e., the
relevant event or symptom occurs. Thresholds might appear
as a numerical or Boolean value.
The formalisation of events in the state-machine of
level1’s sub-systems and the symptoms of the diagnostic
model might require more complicated forms of constraint
that incorporate (a) observations that should be calculated
over a number of sensory measurements; (b) two
operational operators, when the threshold is a range of
values rather than a single value; (c) a threshold that
represents a sensory measurement or a calculation of more
than one measurement. Moreover, observations and the
threshold might be calculated to find the average of the
change of a quantity over an interval (t), i.e.,
differentiation, or the volumes from different sensory
measurements at definite timings, i.e., integral calculus.
Consider, for example, an expression to monitor a structural
leak of a tank of the aircraft fuel system, a case study
presented in this paper (Fig. 13). Assuming that the leak is
in the inner tank of the left-wing (LW) sub-system, the
monitoring expression can be formalised as follows:

where
: is the reduction of fuel
level in the inner tank over an interval extending
from T-5 in the past to current time T.
: is the total amount of
fuel that has been (a) drawn from the inner tank by
pump PL1 over an interval extending from T-5 in the
past to current time T; (b) drawn or added by pump
PL2 over the same interval. The interval is defined as
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5 seconds as the shortest time to detect the structural
leak.
0.06: is the maximum allowable discrepancy between
the two above observations in normal conditions.
The calculation and evaluation of such an expression
necessitate holding sensory measurements over time, i.e.,
historical measurements. Fig. 3 shows multi-measurement
buffer along with its systematic updating.
Current measurements

M(T)

M(T-∆t/2)

M(T-∆t)

New Measurement
Measurements after ∆t/2

M(T-∆t/2)

M(T-∆t)

Discarded
M(T-∆t-∆t/2)

New Measurement
Measurements after ∆t

M(T-∆t)

New Measurement
Measurements after ∆t+∆t/2

M(T)

M(T)

M(T-∆t/2)

measurements should, therefore, be validated and faulty
sensors should be detected, diagnosed and controlled.
To achieve that, a technique of formalising special
monitoring expressions is developed. The technique is based
mainly on the sub-grouping approach of [39] and the
Sensory Failure Diagnosis Tree (SFDT) approach of [41],
[42]. Drawing from the sub-grouping approach, sensors that
can detect each other’s faults are identified and based on the
idea of SFDT the proper expression is formed.
For example, a sensory failure of the flow meter FC1 of
the fuel system can be detected and diagnosed by the
following expression:
(FC1> R/7+0.03 for 6 sec AND FC1> FC2+0.03 for 6 sec)
OR
(3)
(FC1< R/7–0.03 for 6 sec AND FC1 < FC2–0.03 for 6 sec)

Discarded M(T-∆t-∆t/2)
M(T)

M(T-∆t/2)

M(T-∆t)

Discarded M(T-∆t-∆t/2)

Figure 3. Systematic update of a multi-measurement buffer.

In Fig. 3, the updating process is applied continuously
over time and after every elapsing of t/2. It can be seen
how the updating maintains a systematic interval of t/2
among the measurements and replaces measurements that
fall out of t. This structure could hold sensory
measurements that suffice for the calculation and evaluation
of expressions like expression (1).
Sensors may deliver temporary spurious measurements
because of (a) additive white Gaussian noise, such as
electromagnetic interference, ionisation radiation and
thermal noise; (b) mode changes, which would typically be
followed by an interval of unsteady behaviour. The best way
to filter out such measurements is perhaps by forming a
timed expression. Such an expression is evaluated
successively over a filtering interval and based on a number
of measurements. The final evaluation result is obtained by
making accumulative conjunctions among the successive
evaluations. If the final result is true, that means the
delivered measurements remain the same over the filtering
interval. Hence, the occurrence of that event should be
verified. The filtering interval of every expression is defined
by examining, firstly, the conditions that may result in
spurious measurements; secondly, the time intervals at
which the involved sensors are demanded – by the monitor
– to deliver sensory measurements. For example, in the fuel
system case study, monitoring the fuel flow to the port
engine requires formalising a timed expression as follows:
| FF1 | < 0.03 for 4 sec

(2)

In practice, sensors may fail permanently and deliver
spurious measurements that persist over or even go beyond
the filtering interval. In addition to misleading the monitor;
such measurements could also affect the controller of the
monitored system and result in hazardous failures. Sensory

To control sensory failures, the technique suggests
isolating the faulty sensor by ignoring its measurements and
measuring the same trend from an alternative sensor or from
a number of sensors whose measurements can be calculated
to correspond as an alternative to the isolated measurement.
In the case of isolating the flow meter FC1, the alternative
sensor can be the other flow meter FC2.
Extended-Backus Naur Form (E-BNF) notation is
exploited to define a general grammar to formalise different
monitoring expressions according to the nature of the
monitored conditions. In that grammar a set of primitives
has been introduced to allow expressions to reference
historical values and calculate different monitoring trends.
Primitives include a historical operator S_ID(t), which
returns historical sensory measurement collected in the past
at current time T minus t, i.e., T-t. Primitives also define
more complicated operators, such as the differentiation
D(expression,t), integration I(expression,t), variation
V(expression,t) and timed expression T(expression, t).
By these primitives, monitoring expressions can be
presented in standard computation forms. Consider, for
example, expression (1); it can be presented as:
V(LL1_L, 5) > I(FL1_F + FL2_F, 5) + 0.06
Expression (2) can be presented as:
T(|FF1_F| < 0.03, 4 sec)
Expression (3) can be presented as:
(T(FC1 > R/7 + 0.03, 6) AND T(FC1> FC2+ 0.03, 6))
OR
(T(FC1 < R/7– 0.03, 6) AND T(FC1 < FC2 – 0.03, 6))

A three-value technique: ‘True’, ‘False’, and
‘Unknown’, is also employed to save evaluation time and
produce earlier results in filtering measurements and in the
context of incomplete sensory data without violating the
evaluation logic. Consider, for example, the following
expressions:
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Expression OR T(Expression, t)
Expression AND T(Expression, t)

(4)
(5)

Evaluating expressions (4) or (5) may require waiting
time equal to t, i.e., until evaluating T(Expression, t).
However, the Expression part of either (4) or (5) can be
evaluated instantly. Hence, knowing that the disjunction of
True with Unknown is True and the conjunction of False
with Unknown is False, both (4) and (5) can be evaluated
instantly. Therefore, in cases in which Expression of (4) is
evaluated with True and Expression of (5) is evaluated with
False, both (4) and (5) could be evaluated instantly with
values True and False, respectively.
B. Distributed Monitoring Model
In the light of the intended three monitoring tasks,
agents should be able to track the behaviour of the
monitored components over different states, i.e., error-free
states (EFSs) and error states (ESs). This is important to
distinguish between normal and abnormal conditions and
provide the operators with information that confirms
whether the conditions are normal or not. In abnormal
conditions, agents should provide alarm, assessment,
guidance, diagnostics and prognoses. Agents should also
have a reference to apply corresponding corrective measures
for every fault.
Fig. 4 shows an illustrative view of the HiP-HOPs
model. The model is a composite of a behavioural model
and fault trees. The behavioural model is a hierarchy of
state-machines that captures the behaviour of the system and
its sub-systems. Each fault tree records the possible
symptoms, propagation paths and underlying causes of a
failure event.
Relationships among the components are implemented
in the state-machine hierarchy as parent and children
components. In the state-machine of the sub-systems of
level1, events are originated by (a) the BCs of level0, which
might be failure, corrective or normal events; (b) parent
states, such as the error-free state of a new mode of the
parent or error states.
In the state-machine of a sub-system of the levels
extending from level2 to leveln-1 events appear as error-free
and error states of the parent and children. Finally, in the
state-machine of the system (leveln) events appear as errorfree states and error states of the children.
Similarly, error states of the children could also trigger
transitions in the state-machines of the parents and vice
versa. For example, the failure state of an engine of a twoengine aircraft triggers a transition to the permanent
degraded state in the state-machine of the power plant
system. The degraded state, in turn, triggers a transition to a
new error-free state of the operative engine in which the lost
functionality of the faulty engine is compensated.
To distinguish between normal, fault and corrective
events, the principle is applied that an alarm should be
released on the occurrence of failure events only. Thus,

corresponding alarm clauses should be associated with the
failure events of level1, the level at which events are
monitored. Computationally, if an occurred event is
associated with a “none” then it is either a normal or a
corrective event; on the contrary, any other clause means
that it is a failure event and the associated clause should be
quoted and released as an alarm. While assessment is a
description of the given conditions and guidance is about the
best actions to be applied in those conditions by the
operators, their clauses should thus be enclosed by the
states.
To find the appropriate place for incorporating
corrective measures, further consideration of the nature of
those measures is needed. Typically, there are two different
types of corrective measures. The first should be taken after
diagnosing the underlying causes. This is appropriate when
the verified failure event can be caused by multiple faults of
the basic components. Measures to correct any of those
causes vary from one cause to another. Measures should,
therefore, be incorporated in the diagnostic model (e.g.,
fault tree), precisely in association with the potential causes.
The second type of corrective measures should be taken
at level1, when level1’s sub-systems supported by higher
level components (sub-systems or system) apply measures
to respond to deviations that have a clear cause. At level1,
corrective measures are mostly applied with directions
coming from higher levels. For example, in modern aircraft
switching to the backup computer sub-system at level1 is
instructed directly by the flight control system (FCS) at
level2, whenever the primary computer sub-system at level1
fails. The instructions are implemented at level1 by
switching the primary computer off and backup computer
on. Measures should also be taken at level1, when level1’s
sub-systems supported by level0’s basic components apply
measures to respond to deviations that have a clear cause.
Expression (3), for example, relates a failure event of the
condensing sub-system directly to a fault of the flow meter
(FC1). In this case, measures are taken to isolate the FC1
and depend alternatively on the measurements obtained
from another flow meter FC2.
S

Leveln

Ss

Ss

Behavioural
models

Ss

Leveln-1

Ss

Ss

Ss
Level1

Diagnostic
models

Fault trees

Level0

Figure 4. An illustrative view of the HiP-HOPS safety assessment model.
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To present the graphical state-machines in an
executable format, state-transition tables represent a classic
choice. A state-transition table is usually defined as an
alternative and formal form to present graphical statemachines and it typically offers the required capacity and
flexibility to incorporate knowledge about the operational
conditions [69].
Fig. 5 shows an excerpt of the state-machine of leveln
of the fuel system case study. Table I shows the statetransition table of the fuel system. It can be seen how the
trigger events of the state-machine (Fig. 5) are formalised as
monitoring expressions in Table I. For example, event
CM_FS of EF, which is the failure state of the engine feed
(EF) sub-system during the consumption model (CM) of the
fuel system, is formalised as EF_CM_FS == true.
Fig. 6 shows an excerpt of the state-machine of the EF
sub-system. It can be seen how the states of the fuel system
and its sub-system appear mutually as trigger events in each
other’s state-machines. Table II shows the formal
behavioural model of the engine feed sub-system.
CM_FS of EF

CM_TDS1of
LW

AFS_CM_PDS1
LW sub-system is
isolated.

AFS_CM_EFS
The four
sub-systems
operate normally.

CM_PDS1 of CD

CM_PDS1
of EF

RM_PDS1 AFS_CM_PDS3
of CD
CD sub-system
delivers degraded
functionality.

AFS_RM_PDS3
Fuel system is not
ready to achieve
refueling.

RM_FS of CD
AFS_RM_FS
Fuel system cannot
be refueled .

CM_FS of
AFS_CM_FS
EF
AFS has failed and
cannot feed any of
the two engines
CM_FS of
EF

PEngine cannot be fed
Extra flow to PEngine

EF_CM_PDS1
Port engine is not
fed.
SEngine is
fed

CM_PDS1 of AFS

SEngine cannot be fed
PEngine and SEngine are not fed

AFS_CM_PDS2
Port engine cannot
be fed. Starboard is
fed normally.

EVENT

NEW STATE

EF_CM_FS == true

AFS_CM_FS

LW_CM_TDS1 == true AFS_CM_PDS1

Table II differs from Table I, as it incorporates three
extra columns: alarm, controlling and diagnosis. The alarm
column holds clauses that can be announced to alert the
operators. The controlling column may hold corrective
measures or “after diagnosis” based on the nature of those
measures. The diagnosis column holds the status of whether
the occurred failure event has a clear cause or a diagnostic
process is needed.
TABLE II. STATE-TRANSITION TABLE OF THE ENGINE FEED SUB-SYSTEM.
CURRENT
STATE

EF_CM
_TDFS1

EF_CM
_PDS1

EF_CM_PDS1 == true AFS_CM_PDS2
CD_CM_PDS1 == true AFS_CM_PDS3

AFS_CM_PDS1

Assessment: LW subsystem is isolated.
Guidance: none.

EF_CM_FS == true

AFS_CM_FS

AFS_CM_PDS2

Assessment: port engine
cannot be fed, whereas
starboard engine is feeding
normally
Guidance: none.

EF_CM_FS == true

AFS_CM_FS

AFS_CM_PDS3

Assessment: CD subsystem delivers degraded
functionality.
Guidance: none.

AFS_RM_PDS3

Assessment: fuel system is
not ready to achieve
refuelling.
Guidance: none.

CD_RM_FS == true

AFS_RM_FS

AFS_CM_FS

Assessment: AFS has failed
and cannot feed any of the
two engines.
Guidance: none

none

none

CD_RM_PDS1 == true AFS_RM_PDS3

EF_CM_EFS2
EF copes with
isolating LW.

Figure 6. An excerpt of the state-machine of the engine feed sub-system.

CONDITIONS

EVENT

AFS_CM_PDS1 == true;

Assessment: the four subsystems operate normally.
Guidance: none.

PEngine is
fed

SEngine is not feed

EF_CM_FS
Both engines are
not fed at the
required rates

CM_FS of EF

CONDITIONS

EF_CM_TDFS1
Port engine is not
fed.

EF_CM_EFS1
Each engine is fed
normally.

EF_CM_TDFS2
Starboard engine is
not fed.

TABLE I. STATE-TRANSITION TABLE OF THE AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEM.

AFS_CM_EFS

PEngine is
not fed

ALARM

port engine
T(|FF1_F| < 0.03, 4); is not fed
port engine
Assessment:
each engines T(FF1_F > R + 0.03, 6); fed with
extra rate
EF_CM is fed
port engine
_EFS1 normally.
is fed with
T(FF1_F < R – 0.03, 6);
Guidance:
insufficient
none
rate.

Figure 5. An excerpt of the state-machine of the aircraft fuel system.

CURRENT STATE

Insufficient
flow to
PEngine

EF_CM
_EFS2

EF_CM
_TDFS2

EF_CM
_FS

Assessment:
port engine is
T(|FF1_F| < 0.03, 4);
not fed and
recovery is in
progress.
Guidance:
T(|FF1_F - R| < 0.03, 4);
watch for
further
feedback.
Assessment:
port engine is
not fed.
T(|FF2_F| < 0.03, 4);
Guidance:
none.

CONTROLLING DIAGNOSIS

after_
diagnosis

NEW
STATE

needed EF_CM
_TDFS1

- PF1 = 0;
- VF1 = 0;

not_
EF_CM
needed _PDS1

- PF1 = 0;
- VF1 = 0;

not_
EF_CM
needed _PDS1

none

none

feeding - PF1 = 0;
port engine
- VF1 = 0;
cannot be
recovered. - VF2 = 0;

none

none

starboard
engine is
not fed

after_
diagnosis

Assessment:
EF sub-system
Both
copes with
T(|FF1_F| < 0.03 AND
isolating LW
engines impossible
|FF2_F| < 0.03 , 4);
sub-system.
are not fed
Guidance:
none.
Assessment:
feeding
starboard
starboard
engine is not
engine
T(|FF2_F|
<
0.03,
4);
impssible
fed and
cannot be
recovery is in
recovered.
progress.
Guidance:
watch for
none
T(|FF2_F - R| < 0.03, 4); none
further
feedback.
Assessment:
both engines
none
none
none
cannot be fed.
Guidance:
none.
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not_
EF_CM
needed _EFS2
not_
EF_CM
needed _PDS1

not_
EF_CM
needed _EFS1

needed

EF_CM
_TDFS2

needed

EF_CM
_FS

EF_CM
not_
_FS
needed

not_
EF_CM
needed _PDS1

not_
needed

none
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During the monitoring time, agents cyclically monitor
events whose occurrence triggers transitions from the
current state; every cycle is called a monitoring cycle. As
such, the computational load of the agents would be less and
prompt responses to the occurrence of the events would be
established.
A diagnostic process is needed when a failure event and
its underlying cause are in a one-to-many relationship.
Therefore, a diagnostic model that could relate such events
to their underlying cause is needed. As shown in Fig. 4, the
HiP-HOPS model incorporates fault trees that can relate
functional failures to their underlying causes. More
specifically, for every functional failure, which may have
multiple causes, there is a fault tree.
On the contrary, when the failure and its cause are in a
one-to-one relationship, the name of the cause is stated in
the state-transition table of level1’s.
Functional failures are related to their fault trees as
every failure appears enclosed by the top node of the
relevant fault tree. For example, the underlying cause of the
failure event “PEngine is not fed” (shown in Fig. 6 and
Table II) can be diagnosed by traversing the relevant fault
tree, which is shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows the formal form
of the diagnostic model that can be derived from the fault
tree of Fig. 7.
Agents initiate the monitoring process by traversing,
interpreting and uploading the state-transition tables and
diagnostic models into interrelated data structures. Structure
type and arrays are declared for this purpose. Arrays support
direct addressing of the structures that hold the knowledge,
so fast access during the monitoring time is established.

BEN_2
VF1's commission close
command
Controlling: open VF1

BEN_4
VF2's commission
close command
Controlling: open VF1

BEN_1
PF1's control value is
stuck at zero
Controlling: impossible

NodeName: BEN_0.
Symptom: |PF1| <= 20.
Fault: PF1 fails electromechanically.
Controlling: none.
Sibling: BEN_1.
NodeName: BEN_1.
Symptom: |PF1| <= 20.
Fault: PF1's control value is stuck at zero.
Controlling: none.
Sibling: ORN_1.
NodeName: ORN_1.
Symptom: none.
Child: BEN_2.
Sibling: none.
NodeName: BEN_2.
Symptom: VF1 == 0.
Fault: VF1's commission close command.
Controlling: VF1_C = 1.
Sibling: BEN_3.
NodeName: BEN_3.
Symptom: VF1 == 0.
Fault: VF1 is stuck closed.
Controlling: none.
Sibling: ORN_2.
NodeName: ORN_2.
Symptom: none.
Child: BEN_4.
Sibling: none.
NodeName: BEN_4.
Symptom:VF2 == 0.
Fault: VF2's commission close command.
Controlling: VF2 = 1.
Sibling: BEN_5.
NodeName: BEN_5.
Symptom: VF2 == 0.
Fault: VF2 is stuck closed.
Controlling: none.
Sibling: ORN_3.

ORN_0
PEngine is not fed

BEN_0
PF1 fails
Electromechanically
Controlling: impossible

NodeName: ORN_0.
Symptom: T(|FF1| < 0.03, 4 sec).
ChildName: BEN_0.

ORN_1
No flow from VF1 to
PF1

BEN_3

ORN_2

VF1 is stuck closed
Controlling: impossible

No flow from VF2 to
VF1

BEN_5
VF2 is stuck closed

ORN_3

Controlling: impossible

No flow from front tank
to VF2

NodeName: ORN_3.
Symptom: none.
Child: BEN_6.
Sibling: none.
NodeName: BEN_6.
Symptom:(VF2 ==1) AND (VF1==1) AND (PF1 > 20).
Fault: front tank outlet is blocked.
Controlling: none.
Sibling: BEN_7.
NodeName: BEN_7.
Symptom: LF1 < 0.1.
Fault: front tank is empty.
Controlling: none.
Sibling: none.

Figure 8. Formal diagnostic model of the fault tree of Fig. 7.
BEN_6
front tank is empty
Controlling: impossible

BEN_7
Outlet of front tank is
blocked
Controlling: impossible

Figure 7. Fault tree of event “PEngine is not fed”.

C. Multi-agent System
In addition to the common ability of intelligent agents
to achieve integrated reasoning among distributed processes
[70], two more reasons underpin the particular adoption of
BDI agents as monitoring agents. Firstly, as the reasoning
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model of these agents is based on human reasoning,
effective automation of the crucial responsibilities of system
operators can be facilitated. Secondly, the informative
communication as well as the semi-independent reasoning
of the BDI agents can support effective collaboration and
integration of two different deployment approaches. The
first is spatial deployment in which agents are installed on a
number of distributed computational machines. Such
deployment is needed when the sub-systems of the
monitored system are distributed over a geographical area,
e.g., a chemical plant. The second approach is semantic
deployment in which monitoring agents are installed on one
computational machine. Such deployment is appropriate
when the sub-systems of the monitored system, although
distributed, are close to each other, e.g., an aircraft system.
Fig. 9 shows a general illustration of the monitoring
agent. By perceiving the operational conditions and
exchanging messages with each other, each agent obtains
the up-to-date belief, deliberates among its desires to
commit to an intention and achieves a means-ends process
to select a plan, which is a course of actions. The selected
plan is implemented, as actions towards achieving the
monitoring tasks locally and as messages sent to other
agents towards achieving global integration. Upon having a
new belief, an agent achieves a reasoning cycle; deliberation
and means-ends process.
Agents are deployed over the sub-systems and the
system, and appear as a number of sub-system monitoring
agents (Ss_MAGs) and a system monitoring agent S_MAG,
as shown in Fig. 10. Each Ss_MAG of level1 updates its
belief base by perceiving (a) its portion of the monitoring
model, which consists of a state-machine and a set of fault
trees; (b) sensory measurements that are taken to instantiate
and evaluate monitoring expressions; (c) messages that are
received from the parent to inform the Ss_MAG about the
new states and messages from siblings, in which they either
ask for or tell the given Ss_MAG about global
measurements; agents might need to share measurements
globally. The main desires of an Ss_MAG of level1 are to
monitor the local conditions of the assigned sub-system and
to collaborate globally with its parent and siblings. On the
achievement of the local desire, the intentions are to track
the behaviour of the sub-system and to provide the operators
with alarms, assessment, guidance, diagnostics, prognoses
and control faults. On the achievement of the global desire,
the intentions are to exchange messages to inform the parent
about the new states and to tell or ask the siblings about
global measurements.

S_MAG

Level2

Ss_MAG

Ss_MAG

Ss_MAG

Leveln

Ss_MAG

Ss_MAG

Ss_MAG

Level1

Figure 10. The hierarchical deployment of the monitoring agents.

Each Ss_MAG of the intermediate levels (levels
extending from level2 to leveln-1) updates its belief by (a)
perceiving its own portion of the monitoring, which consists
of a state-machine of the assigned sub-system; (b) messages
received from the parent and the children to inform it about
their new states. The main desires of each of these
Ss_MAGs are to monitor the local conditions of the
assigned sub-system and to collaborate globally with its
parent and child agents. On the local desire, the intentions
are to track the behaviour of the sub-system and to provide
the operators with assessment, guidance and prognoses of
their levels. On the global desire, the intention is to
exchange messages with the parent and child agents to
inform each other about their new states.
The perceptions, desires and intentions of the S_MAG
are similar to those of the Ss_MAGs of the intermediate
levels. The only difference is that S_MAG has no parent to
exchange messages with.
According to the Prometheus approach and notation for
developing multi-agent systems [71], Fig. 11 shows the
collaboration protocols among agents to track the behaviour
of the monitored system. Fig. 12 shows the collaboration
protocol among the Ss_MAGs of level1 in which they share
their sensory measurements.
Ss_MAGs of Level1

Ss_MAGs of Leveln-1

S_MAG

new_state(State_Name)
new_state(State_Name)
new_state(State_Name)

Reasoning Cycle
Deliberation

new_state(State_Name)

Means-ends

Desires (D)

Perception
Message

Beliefs (B)

Intentions (I)

Figure 9. Reasoning cycle of the BDI agent.

Actions
Messages

Figure 11. Collaboration protocol among agents across hierarchical levels.
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According to the collaboration protocol of Fig. 11,
every new state that results from a state transition at level1
is communicated by the agent to its parent agent, which in
turn communicates its own new state higher up to its parent,
and so on successively to the S_MAG at the top level
(leveln). The S_MAG, in turn, communicates its own new
state to the children at leveln-1. Every child agent
communicates its own new state similarly to its children.
This scenario is repeated successively between every agent
and its children until the agents of level1 are reached.
According to Fig. 12, Ss_MAGs of level1 share their
sensory measurements (global measurements). Any
Ss_MAG may ask for a measurement by sending an ask
message to the intended Ss_MAG. The receiving Ss_MAG
(asked Ss_MAG) should answer accordingly by sending a
tell message.
Some Ss_MAG of Level1

Every agent deployed at level1 is provided with a
portion of the monitoring model, which incorporates a statetransition table and a number of diagnostic models. An
agent at this level is also provided with a monitoring
algorithm to track the behaviour of the monitored subsystem and a diagnostic algorithm to relate the verified
failure events to their underlying causes. Every agent
deployed at levels extending from level2 to leveln is
provided with a monitoring model, which is a statetransition of the assigned sub-system or system.
IV.

CASE STUDY: AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEM

Fig. 13 shows a graphical illustration and components
of the fuel system. The system functions to maintain safe
storage and even distribution of fuel in two modes. The first
is the consumption mode in which the system provides fuel
to the port and starboard engines of a two-engine aircraft.
The second is the refuel mode.
During the consumption mode and to maintain the
central gravity and stability, a control unit applies a
feedback-control algorithm to ensure even fuel consumption
across the tanks; flow rates and directions are as shown in
Fig. 13. Another algorithm is applied similarly to control the
even distribution of fuel injected from the refuelling point to
the tanks during the refuel mode. The system is arranged in
four sub-systems: a central deposit (CD), left and right wing
(LW, RW) deposits and an engine feed (EF) deposit, which
connects fuel resources to the two engines. An active faulttolerant control strategy is implemented; specifically, in the
presence of faults there are alternative flow paths to connect
the two engines to the available fuel resources.

Other Ss_MAGs of Level1

ask_for(Measurement)
tell(Measurement)

ask_for(Measurement)
tell(Measurement)

Figure 12. The collaboration protocol among MAGs of level1.
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Flow Meter
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Front Tank
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R

R

VF2

Closed Valve
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VF3
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r
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Right Wing Jettison
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Figure 13. Graphical illustration of an aircraft fuel system.
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As shown in Fig. 14, five monitoring agents are
deployed to monitor the fuel system. Four of those agents
are to monitor the four sub-systems; they appear as
EF_MAG, CD_MAG, LW_MAG, and RW_MAG. The fifth
agent is AFS_MAG, which monitors the entire fuel system.
The monitor is implemented using Jason interpreter, which
is an extended version of AgentSpeak programming
language [72].
AFS_MAG

Exchange states

Exchange states

Exchange states

Exchange states

TABLE IV. STATE-TRANSITION TABLE OF THE LW SUB-SYSTEM.
CURRENT
STATE

CONDITIONS

EVENT

ALARM

Assessment: AFS_CM_PDS2 == true; none
LW subsystem
inner tank
LW_CM
operates
of LW
V(LL1, 5 ) >
_EFS1
normally.
subI(FL1 + FL2, 5 ) + 0.06; system is
Guidance:
none
leaky
Assessment:
LW subsystem copes
inner tank
of LW
with a
V(LL1_L, 5 ) >
LW_CM
degraded
sub_EFS2
I(FL1
+
FL2,
5)
+
0.06;
state of the
system is
leaky
AFS.
Guidance:
none

CONTROLLING DIAGNOSIS

- FL3 = R/7;
- FL1 = R/7;

NEW
STATE

not_
LW_CM
needed _EFS2

- PL1 = 0;
leak in
- VL1 = 0;
the inner LW_CM
- VL2 = 0;
tank of _TDS1
- VL3 = 1;
LW.
- FL2= - 0.285;
- FL4 = 0.571;
- PL1 = 0;
- VL1 = 0;
leak in
- VL2 = 0;
the inner LW_CM
- VL3 = 1;
tank of _TDS1
- FL2 = -0.285;
LW.
- FL4= 0.571;

TABLE V. STATE-TRANSITION TABLE OF THE RW SUB-SYSTEM.
LW_MAG

CD_MAG

EF_MAG

RW_MAG

Exchange sensory measurements

Protocol

Agent

Figure 14. Deployment of agents to monitor the aircraft fuel system

To achieve the monitoring experiment, excerpts of the
state-transition tables of the CD, LW and RW sub-systems
are as shown by Table III, Table IV and Table V.
TABLE III. STATE-TRANSITION TABLE OF THE CD SUB-SYSTEM.
CURRENT
STATE

CONDITIONS

EVENT

(T(FC1 > R/7 + 0.03, 6)
AND
T(FC1 > FC2 + 0.03, 6))
Assessment:
OR
CD sub-system (T(FC1 < R/7 - 0.03, 6)
CD_CM operates
AND
_EFS1 normally.
T(FC1 < FC2 - 0.03, 6));
Guidance:
none
AFS_CM_PDS1 == true;

Assessment:
CD subsystem
CD_CM
operates
_PDS1
degradedly.
Guidance:
none.
Assessment:
CD subsystem
CD_RM operates
_PDS1 degradedly.
Guidance:
flow meter
FC1 must be
replaced.
Assessment:
CD subsystem copes
with a
CD_CM
degraded
_EFS3
state of the
AFS
Guidance:
none.

ALARM

CD subsystem
has a
sensory
failure.

CONTROLLING DIAGNOSIS

NEW
STATE

- FC1= FC2;

Sensor
CD_CM
FC1 has
_PDS1
failed.

none

- FC1 = -R/5;
- FC2 = 3R/5;

not_ CD_CM
needed _EFS2

AFS_CM_PDS2 == true;

none

- FC1 = -3R/7;
not_ CD_CM
- FC2 = 4R/7; needed _EFS3

VC1 == 1
AND
VF1 == 0
AND
VF4 == 0;

none

not_needed

T(|FC2| < 0.03, 4);

rear tank
is not
refueling.

- PC1 = 0;
- VF1 = 0;

T(|FC1| < 0.03 OR
|FC2| < 0.03, 4);

abnormal
flow from - PC2_S = 0;
the
- PC3_S = 0;
central
tank.

not_ CD_RM
needed _PDS1

needed

CD_RM
_FS

needed

CD_CM
_FS

CURRENT
STATE

CONDITIONS

EVENT

Assessment:
RW subAFS_CM_PDS1 == true;
RW_CM system
operates
_EFS1 normally.
AFS_CM_PDS2 == true;
Guidance:
none
Assessment:
RW subsystem copes
V(LR1, 5) >
RW_CM with isolating
_EFS2 LW subI(FR1 + FR2, 5) + 0.06;
system.
Guidance:
none
Assessment:
RW subsystem copes
V(LR1, 5) >
RW_CM with a
degraded
_EFS3 state of the
I(FR1 + FR2, 5) + 0.06;
AFS.
Guidance:
none

ALARM

CONTROLLING DIAGNOSIS

NEW
STATE

none

- FR1 = 2R/5;
- FR3 = 2R/5;

not_
RW_CM
needed _EFS2

none

- FR1 = R/7;
- FR3 = R/7;

not_
RW_CM
needed _EFS3

inner tank
of RW
subsystem is
leaky

- PR1 = 0;
- VR1 = 0;
not_
RW_CM
- VR2 = 0;
- VR3 = 1;
needed _TDS1
- FR2 =- 0.285;
- FR4 = 0.571;

inner tank
of RW
subsystem is
leaky

- PR1 = 0;
- VR1 = 0;
not_
RW_CM
- VR2 = 0;
- VR3 = 1;
needed _TDS1
- FR2 =- 0.285;
- FR4 = 0.571;

Among the faults that have been injected to test the
monitor is that the port engine is not fed and a fault of flow
meter sensor FC1 of the central deposit (CD) sub-system.
A. First Simulated Failure scenario: “PEngine is not fed”
Once the monitoring agent EF_MAG evaluates
expression (2) with true, it perceives the state-transition
table (Table II) and achieves the following procedure:
 From the relevant ALARM attribute, agent
FE_MAG quotes the statement “port engine is not
fed” and alarms the pilot.
 From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent
FE_MAG checks the possibility of controlling that
event. As the controlling depends on the underlying
cause, that attribute accordingly tells the EF_MAG
to achieve a diagnostic process by traversing the
relevant fault tree (“after_diagnosis”).
 From the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute, agent
FE_MAG verifies the need for a diagnostic process
and updates the symptoms of the diagnostic model.
 From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent
FE_MAG transits to the new state, which is the
temporary degraded or failure state of the
consumption mode EF_CM_TDFS1. From this state
the pilot is provided with the assessment, “port
engine is not fed and recovery is in progress” and
guidance, “watch for further feedback”.
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Agent EF_MAG also communicates the current state
to the parent agent (AFS_MAG). The state does not
trigger a state transition in the state-transition table
of the AFS_MAG. At this point, the pilots are
alarmed and informed on the operational condition
as shown in Fig. 15.

Figure 15. Operator interface after detecting and verifying the failure.

Since a diagnostic process is needed, agent EF_MAG
retrieves the position of the top node of the relevant fault
tree and launches a diagnostic process before launching a
monitoring cycle for the new state EF_CM_TDFS1. By
traversing the relevant diagnostic model (Fig. 8) the
underlying cause is diagnosed and the required corrective
measures are taken. Assuming that the cause is “VF1’s
commission close command”, controlling is not possible
and thus agent EF_MAG perceives Table II and achieves
the following procedure:
 Launches a monitoring cycle to the active events of
state EF_CM_TDFS1.
 During this cycle the occurrence of event T(|FF1_F|
< 0.03, 4) is verified consequently.
 From the relevant ALARM attribute, agent
EF_MAG quotes and announces an alarm of
“feeding port engine cannot be recovered”.
 From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent
EF_MAG takes the following actions: switching
pump PF1 off and closing valves VF1 and VF2.
 As the diagnostic process appears not to be needed
with this event, agent EF_MAG moves accordingly
to the NEW STATE attribute, identifies and transits
to a new state, which is EF_CM_PDS1. From this
state the pilot is provided with assessment as “port
engine is not fed” and guidance, “none”.
 Agent EF_MAG also communicates EF_CM_PDS1
to the parent agent (AFS_MAG).
Feeding only one engine (starboard engine) requires
changing the operational structure of the entire fuel system
to maintain an even level across the seven tanks.
Accordingly, the above procedure is not enough to control
the fault; controlling these conditions requires global
collaboration among the remaining three sub-systems: LW,
RW, and CD.

Once agent AFS_MAG receives a message conveying
state EF_CM_PDS1, it perceives the state-transition table
(Table I) and achieves the following procedure:
 While the current state is AFS_CM_EFS, the
received state results in verifying the occurrence of
EF_CM_PDS1 == true.
 From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent
AFS_MAG transits to the new state, which is the
permanent degraded state AFS_CM_PDS2. From
this state the pilot is provided with assessment as
“port engine cannot be fed, whereas starboard engine
is feeding normally” and guidance, “none”.
 Agent AFS_MAG also communicates state
AFS_CM_PDS2 to the child agents: CD_MAG,
LW_MAG and LW_MAG.
Upon receiving messages conveying that state, each
child agent achieves a certain fault controlling procedure to
draw the corresponding flow rates and also transits to a new
state. State transition and controlling procedures are as
follows:
Agent CD_MAG perceives the state-transition table
(Table III) and achieves the following procedure:
 While the current state is CD_CM_EFS1, the
received state results in verifying the occurrence of
AFC_CM_PDS2 == true.
 As the relevant ALARM attribute holds “none”, no
alarm is thus announced.
 From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent
CD_MAG applies the following flow rates: FC1 = 3R/7 and FC2 = 4R/7.
 As the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute holds
“not_needed”, a diagnostic process is not launched.
 From the NEW STATE attribute, agent CD_MAG
transits to the new state, which is another error-free
state CD_CM_EFS3. From this state the pilot is
provided with assessment, “CD sub-system copes
with a degraded state of the AFS” and guidance,
“none”.
LW_MAG perceives the state-transition table (Table
IV) and achieves the following procedure:
 While the current state is LW_CM_EFS1, the
received state results in verifying the occurrence of
AFC_CM_PDS2 == true.
 As the relevant ALARM attribute holds “none”, no
alarm is thus announced.
 From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent
LW_MAG applies the following flow rates; FL3 =
R/7 and FL1 = R/7.
 As the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute holds
“not_needed”, a diagnostic process is not launched.
 From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent
LW_MAG transits to the new state, which is another
error-free state LW_CM_EFS2. From this state the
pilot is provided with assessment, “LW sub-system
copes with a degraded state of the AFS” and
guidance “none”.
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RW_MAG perceives the state-transition table (Table V)
and achieves the following procedure:
 While the current state is RW_CM_EFS1, the
received state results in verifying the occurrence of
AFC_CM_PDS2 == true.
 As the relevant ALARM attribute holds “none”, no
alarm is thus announced.
 From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent
RW_MAG achieves the following flow rates: FR1 =
R/7 and FR3 = R/7.
 As the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute holds
“not_needed”, a diagnostic process is not launched.
 From the NEW STATE attribute, agent RW_MAG
transits to the new state, which is another error-free
state RW_CM_EFS3. From this state the pilot is
provided with assessment, “RW sub-system copes
with a degraded state of the AFS”, and guidance,
“none”.
After achieving all the above procedures the operational
structure of the fuel system appears different as fuel to feed
the starboard engine only is drawn evenly from the seven
tanks.
B. Second Simulated Failure scenario: Sensory Failure
Once the monitoring agent CD_MAG evaluates
expression (3) with true, it perceives the state-transition
table (Table III) and achieves the following procedure:
 From the relevant ALARM attribute, agent
CD_MAG quotes and announces the alarm, “CD
sub-system has a sensory failure”.
 From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent
CD_MAG instructs the fuel system control unit to
ignore measurements delivered by flow meter FC1
and depend alternatively on those delivered by flow
meter FC2.
 From the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute, agent
CD_MAG quotes “Sensor FC1 has failed” and
announces it as the diagnosed underlying cause.
 From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent
CD_MAG transits to the new state, which is the
permanent degraded state CD_CM_PDS1. From this
state the pilot is provided with assessment, “CD subsystem operates degradedly” and guidance, “none”.
 Agent CD_MAG also communicates the current
state CD_CM_PDS1 to the parent (AFS_MAG).
When the agent AFS_MAG receives a message that
conveys state CD_CM_PDS1, it perceives the statetransition table (Table I) and achieves the following
procedure:
 While the current state is AFS_CM_EFS, the
received state results in verifying the occurrence of
CD_CM_PDS1 == true.
 From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent
AFS_MAG transits to the new state, which is the
permanent degraded state AFS_CM_PDS3. From
this state the pilot is provided with assessment, “CD

sub-system delivers degraded functionality” and
guidance, “none”.
 Agent
AFS_MAG
communicates
state
AFS_CM_PDS3 to the child agents: EF_MAG,
LW_MAG and RW_MAG. As this state does not
instantiate any active events of the children, no state
transition is triggered and they do not take any
action.
To demonstrate the ability of the monitor to deliver
timely prognosis, let us assume that after controlling the
fault, the aircraft has landed and during the pre-flying phase
the refuelling mode is launched. This mode is triggered
when the following expression is verified true:
VC1 == 1 AND VF1 == 0 AND VF4 == 0;
Then agent CD_MAG perceives the state-transition
table (Table III) and achieves the following procedure:
 Executes the event on the table.
 As the ALARM attribute holds “none”, no alarm is
thus announced.
 As the relevant CONTROLLING attribute holds
“none”, no action is taken.
 As the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute holds
“not_needed”, then diagnosis is not launched.
 From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent
CD_MAG transits to the permanent degraded state
of the refuelling mode CD_RM_PDS1. From this
state the pilot is provided with prognosis of
assessment, “CD sub-system has a sensory failure”
and guidance, “Flow meter FC1 must be replaced”.
 Agent CD_MAG also communicates the current
state CD_RM_PDS1 to the parent agent
(AFS_MAG).
When agent AFS_MAG receives a message conveying
state CD_RM_PDS1, it perceives the state-transition table
(Table I) and achieves the following procedure:
 While the current state is AFS_CM_PDS3, the
received state results in verifying the occurrence of
CD_RM_PDS1 == true.
 From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent
AFS_MAG transits to the new state, which is the
permanent degraded state of the refuelling mode
AFS_RM_PDS3. From this state the pilot is
provided with prognosis of assessment, “fuel system
is not ready to achieve refuelling” and guidance,
“none”.
 Agent
AFS_MAG
communicates
state
AFS_RM_PDS3 to the children: EF_MAG,
LW_MAG and RW_MAG. As this state does not
instantiate any active events of the children, no state
transition will be triggered and they do not take any
action.
This prognosis would appear on the operator interface
as shown by Fig. 16. It can be seen how the monitor avoids
overwhelming the pilot with extra alarm information and
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provides timely prognosis according to the evolutionary
behaviour of the fuel system.

Figure 16. Operator interface provides the pilot with prognosis.

V.

EVALUATION

The key aim of this work is to explore the concept of a
novel architecture for a distributed safety monitor operating
on a safety assessment model that hopefully could address
some problems of earlier monitors and deliver effectively a
broad range of safety monitoring tasks. Thus, it appears
reasonable to compare the monitor developed herein with
the earlier monitors and weigh their monitoring merits and
drawbacks against each other.
In [12] and [13] two model-based monolithic monitors
are developed to monitor critical applications and deliver
fault detection and diagnosis, alarm annunciation and fault
controlling. These monitors resemble the monitor developed
herein in both the model-based approach and the deliverable
monitoring tasks, but differ in their monolithic nature.
The monitoring model developed in [12] is quite similar
in many ways to the monitoring model of the monitor
developed herein; it too can be derived from the HiP-HOPS
assessment model. The author of [12] has indentified the
following limitations:
 Vulnerability to sensor failures.
 The centralised nature of the architecture has limited
the applicability of the monitor and made it unable to
scale up to monitor large-scale and distributed
systems (e.g., nuclear power plants or chemical
processes).
The monitor developed herein addresses to some extent
these limitations via the following:
 The exploitation of techniques to validate sensor
measurements, to a certain extent. With careful use
of functional and hardware redundancy, single
sensor failures can be captured and masked.
 As it is based on a distributed concept in which
monitoring agents are deployed according to the
hierarchical architecture of the monitored system,
the monitor has an extendable architecture that
makes it able to scale up and monitor large scale
systems.
The monolithic monitor developed in [13] is also:
 Vulnerable to sensor failures.
 Unable to scale up to monitor large-scale and
distributed systems.

 Unable to provide the operators with prognosis
As mentioned above, the monitor developed herein is
provided with the required techniques and provisions that
address these limitations.
The data-based monolithic monitors of [29] and [73] are
developed to detect and diagnose faults of chemical
processes. These monitors have a narrower scope than that
of the developed monitor and differ in their monolithic
nature and data-based monitoring knowledge. In the case of
[29] the monitor has been tested on a large number of
components, but it has no provision to cope consistently
with dynamic behaviour and does not deal with sensor
failures, unlike the herein-developed monitor, which is able
to track and follow states and modes and has provision for
sensory failures.
The model-based multi-agent monitors developed in
[74], [75] and [76] are intended to be applied to large-scale
and distributed processes. They match the herein-developed
monitor in the delivery of this task and the exploitation of
the model-based approach and multi-agent system. These
monitors differ from the developed monitor in scope as they
only focus on fault detection and diagnosis and they do not
deliver the alarm organisation and fault controlling tasks.
In [74] and [75] the authors suggest the following
limitations in their work:
 The monitor does not incorporate local diagnostic
models. It depends, rather, on global diagnostic
decision taken among the monitoring agents. This
does not work well when more than one agent has
faulty monitored conditions and in such a case the
delivery of erroneous diagnostics is quite possible.
 The monitor is vulnerable to sensor failures.
 The monitor lacks a protocol for effective
collaboration among its monitoring agents. In the
currently implemented protocol there is no direct
communication among the agents and messages may
take a long time to be transmitted from one agent to
another until they reach the intended agents. This
delay could result in ineffective monitoring.
The monitor developed herein addresses to some extent
these limitations with the following provisions:
 Providing every monitoring agent of level1 with a
diagnostic algorithm and a number of diagnostic
models, so they can achieve local diagnosis and
deliver accurate diagnostics.
 Applying techniques to filter and validate sensor
measurements and detect, diagnose and control
single sensor failure.
 Developing collaboration protocols by which
messages can be exchanged among the agents
directly and with no delay.
Two limitations have been observed in the monitor
developed in [76]. Both concern the diagnostic process and
can be listed as follows:
 As the diagnosis is achieved globally and depends
mainly on exchange of messages among the high
level agent and lower level agents, this may place a
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heavy communication load on the higher level agent
and consequently result in its late response.
 As the diagnostic decision is processed globally and
based on identifying the anomalies among the
consistent conditions, the appearance of a number of
anomalous conditions could potentially mislead the
diagnostic process.
As a precaution against such limitations, the monitor
developed herein has been provided with the following
strategies:
 The communication load is reduced, as the
monitoring agents of level1 are provided with
diagnostic models and algorithms so they achieve a
local and independent diagnostic process.
 The diagnostic process is achieved based on local
observations of every sub-system and it is not
affected by anomalous conditions of other subsystems.
The data-based multi-agent monitors in [61] and [62]
are developed to detect and diagnose faults of dynamic
chemical processes. They match the herein-developed
monitor in the delivery of this task and exploitation of the
multi-agent system and they differ in their data-based
monitoring knowledge. The monitor of [62] can detect and
diagnose both single and multiple faults. Practically, this is
an outcome of exploiting sensor fusion methods and also
global fusion collaboration among the agents. Similarly, the
herein-developed monitor is able to detect, diagnose and
moreover control single and multiple faults (but not multiple
dependent sensor failures). This has been materialised by
providing agents of level1 with effectively formalised
monitoring expressions and models to achieve local
detection and diagnosis. Moreover, across the hierarchical
levels, agents collaborate to achieve global reasoning over
the entire monitored process.
VI.

comprehend functional view of failure. Finally, by knowing
the scope of a failure, the monitor can apply successive
corrections at increasingly abstract levels in the hierarchy of
a system.
Despite encouraging results, certain research issues
remain to be investigated. The first is that the quality of the
monitoring tasks and the correctness of the inferences drawn
by the monitor depend mainly on the integrity and
consistency of the monitoring model. The validation of the
monitoring model is, therefore, an area for further research.
Secondly, more work is needed on uncertainty of the
diagnostic model and the application of the three-value
logic. For that purpose, the incorporation of Bayesian
Networks will be investigated in the future.
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